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“Make no mistake. The tsunami of cheap, 
subsidised Chinese Electric Vehicles is coming. 
And Europe seems to have been sleepwalking 
into an abyss. 

Luckily, Europe is slowly waking up. What we 
really need, is an industrial strategy that prevents 
decarbonisation going hand with de-
industrialisation. We need to go for a cleantech-
based re-industrialisation. Made-in-Europe. From 
mine to EV.”
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A wake-up call
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Why are we (and myself) even discussing this topic? 
Earth is well outside of the safe operating space for humanity



Without energy-transition (critical/strategic) metals, 
there is no transition to climate neutrality
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Source: IEA, The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions, 2021.
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No metals, no green transition

Source: Metals for Clean Energy, 2022
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“The times they are changing” – e.g. press attention for
SIM² KU Leuven’s message on mining & refining of CRMs



How will we secure the CRMs needed
for the climate transition?
In the world in general & in Europe in particular
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Solution 1: Demand-side management (to reduce the critical metal demand)
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How will we secure the CRMs needed for the climate
transition?

Source: LEFT: https://chargedevs.com/newswire/electric-car-sharing-takes-off-in-
paris-stalls-in-berlin/; RIGHT: https://www.euractiv.com/section/electric-
cars/news/denmark-leads-eu-on-deployment-of-zero-emission-buses-report/



Solution 2: More recycling 
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Source: McKinsey, Battery recycling takes the driver’s seat, 2023

How will we secure the CRMs needed for the climate
transition?



Solution 2: More recycling 
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Source: McKinsey, Battery recycling takes the driver’s seat, 2023

IEA: “By 2040, recycled quantities of 
copper, lithium, nickel and cobalt from 
spent batteries could reduce combined 
primary supply requirements for these 
minerals by around 10%”

How will we secure the CRMs needed for the climate
transition?



Although helpful, “Solutions” 1 & 2 do 
not solve the CRM supply problem

today (and not even tomorrow)
So what are the other options?
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Solution 3: Deep-sea mining
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Venture into the deep blue sea

Source images: GSR (DEME) 

Source: The Financial Times



Solution 3: Deep-sea mining
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Venture into the deep blue sea

Source images: GSR (DEME) 

Source: The Financial Times



Solution 4: Land-based mining outside of Europe
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Business as usual: Europe imports raw materials from the global
South and exports environmental/social damage

Source: LEFT: Bloomberg New Energy Finance;
RIGHT: https://elements.visualcapitalist.com/

At a huge environmental, social (health), 
governance cost
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Fair/green metals versus dirty metals

www.visualcapitalist.
com

(Scope 1+2 
emissions)

http://www.visualcapitalist.com/
http://www.visualcapitalist.com/
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Compounded by the geopolitics of the (critical/strategic) 
raw materials conundrum – role of China

Source: Snapshot taken from Spiegel International
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Compounded by the geopolitics of the (critical/strategic) 
raw materials conundrum – role of China

Source: https://elements.visualcapitalist.com/ Source: The Economist
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The geopolitics of the (critical/strategic) raw materials
conundrum: beyond China

Source: The Financial Times - & Mining.com
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The geopolitics of the (critical/strategic) raw materials
conundrum: beyond China

Source: The Financial Times - & Mining.com

The neoliberal order is 
over. The era of 
protectionism and 
resource nationalism is 
upon us
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“The tsunami of Chinese EVs is coming, 
and Europe is sleepwalking into an abyss” 

Source: https://elements.visualcapitalist.com/



So, if land-based mining in DRC, 
China… & deep-sea mining are 

rejected due to ESG, and demand-side 
management & recycling cannot solve

the problem either, then what else
can we muster?
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Solution 5a: Responsible mining and refining in Europe
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From NIMBY & BANANA to
BIMBY (Better In My Back Yard)

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

Source: Full documentary - Responsible Mining in 
Europe: A new paradigm to counter climate 

change - https://vimeo.com/762229908
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Which is also the approach of the EC’s Critical Raw
Materials Act

Solution 
5a

Solution 2Solution 
5a/5b

New mines in Europe
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We need to open new CRM mines, responsibly! 

Source: Benchmark Minerals 
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We need to open new CRM mines, also in Europe 
(e.g. Li) 

HE IA
LITHOS

Topic: responsible mining and 
refining of Li-hard-rock-ores in 
Europe 
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We need to open new CRM mines in Europe: 
e.g. REEs from Per Geijer - Kiruna
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Responsible mining & refining in Europe
Featured in new documentary “Made in Europe: From mine to electric vehicle”

Responsible Mining in Europe (Kiruna, Aitik, Sami perspective Responsible Refining Battery & EV manufacturing



Solution 5b: Responsible sourcing of CRMs (as concentrates/intermediates…) through Raw Materials
Partnerships with third countries
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Responsible sourcing: working
together with trustworthy countries

+ Raw Materials Partnerships with trustworthy
countries (cf. Canada, Chile, Argentina…)

CRMs



To conclude (I)
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There is no such thing as a free lunch…  
in the transition to climate neutrality

Without compromises, Europe will not meet its
climate targets, while risking to be left behind in the
global cleantech revolution→ deindustrialisation?



To conclude (II)
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There is no such thing as a free lunch…       
in the transition to climate neutrality

& our research agendas should be future-proofed, focusing
not only on urban mining/recycling but also on scalable, 
industrially-realistic metallurgical solutions for (responsible) 
mining and refining of CRMs/SRMs (in Europe)



https://solvomet.eu & https://kuleuven.sim2.be/
Contact: Peter Tom Jones (LinkedIn profile)

https://solvomet.eu/
https://kuleuven.sim2.be/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-tom-jones-5b024632/
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KU Leuven Institute for Sustainable Metals and
Minerals (SIM²) – www.sim2.be
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KU Leuven Institute for Sustainable Metals and
Minerals (SIM²) – www.sim2.be

SIM²’s journey during the past years:
From “recycling good, mining bad” … to
“mining and recycling to co-exist”
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KU Leuven Institute for Sustainable Metals and
Minerals (SIM²) – www.sim2.be

SIM²’s journey during the past years:
From “recycling good, mining bad” … to
“mining and recycling to co-exist”
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